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ABSTRACT
Based on the utility tunnel project of Chengbei Road in Suzhou, the experimental study on the
mechanical and deformation properties of pipe and soil in rectangular pipe jacking construction with
controllable cement grouting drag reduction technology is carried out. Based on the monitoring and
analysis of pipe and soil stress and deformation of pipe joints during pipe jacking, the relevant
theoretical model is established and the finite element simulation is carried out to experimentally study
and compare the stress and deformation of pipe and soil in rectangular pipe jacking construction with
controllable cement grouting drag reduction technology. The results show that the controllable cement
grouting drag reduction technology has a significant effect on the pipe and soil stress in rectangular
pipe jacking, which reduces pipe-soil interaction forces effectively, and improves the overall safety of
pipe jacking construction.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of rectangular pipe jacking construction technology in 1990s in China,
due to the limitation of economy and technical maturity, there are few theories, experiments and
engineering cases based on this technology. For the rectangular pipe jacking project with large crosssection and long distance [1], accurate pipe and soil stress analysis and effective slurry drag reduction
measures will be an important basis to determine whether the project can be successfully
implemented and improve the economy. According to the different principles adopted, the discussion
and research on pipe and soil load can be divided into simplified analysis and calculation method, field
measurement and model test method, etc [2].
In the simplified analysis and calculation method, the soil pressure on the pipe can be
simplified as the vertical soil pressure on the upper part of the pipe joint, the horizontal soil pressure
on the side of the pipe joint, the vertical subgrade reaction at the bottom of the pipe joint, and the
passive subgrade resistance caused by pipe deformation [3]. The simplified analysis and calculation
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of each part to solve the calculation question. However, this method cannot calculate the influence of
different construction methods, segment stiffness and other factors on the magnitude and distribution
of pipe and soil pressure and the calculated value is different from the field measured value [4].
Field measurement can reflect the comprehensive influence of various factors on soil pressure,
and so many scholars attach great importance to the collection and analysis of field measurement
data. The performance of lubrication for backfilling material is significant [5], and [6] conducted a field
test study on a tunnel. The main beneficial mechanism of pipe jacking lubricants is the reduction of the
local effective stress acting on the pipe through the generation and retention of excess pore water
pressure in the soil near the interface. [7] also obtained similar research results. [8] measured the soil
pressure distribution on the upper part of tunnel with gravel foundation. The research shows that the
soil pressure acting on shallow tunnel can be based on the Terzaghi soil pressure and the load acting
on deep tunnel is mainly the water pressure. [9] also obtained similar research results.
For the research on cement grouting drag reduction technology, [10] studied the formation
process and disturbance effect of thixotropic slurry jacket during pipe jacking, showing the functions of
filling, supporting, isolation and lubrication after slurry jacket injection and slurry film formation. [11]
analyzed the thixotropic slurry mix proportion, and highly viscous bentonite slurry mixed with polymer
was used to reduce the friction resistance. [12] carried out numerical analysis on the over excavation
of deep pipe jacking construction, and the thickness and the distribution of the slurry at different pipe
segments were calculated using the two‐way travel time and the radar signal propagation velocity in
the slurry.
The stress of pipe jacking in the construction process is very complex, and friction drag is the
main part of all kinds of drag. [13] applied a model coupling finite element method and a displacement
control method to estimate the required jacking force during rectangular pipe jacking, and analyzed
the factors affecting the jacking force. [14] thought that different forms of slurry jacket had great
influence on the effect of cement grouting drag reduction and investigated the causes of high
deflection by the finite element method. The results showed that, various stiffening ribs are used in
different deflection sections with grouting to decrease friction and lower the corresponding axial
jacking force. [15] analyzed several construction cases of French national micro tunnel project, and
the research results show that grouting cannot only reduce the dynamic friction during the jacking
process, but also effectively reduce the additional friction caused by construction interval.

ANALYSIS OF REAL-TIME MONITORING RESULTS IN THE TEST SECTION
Monitoring item and main content
In this paper, the field monitoring of soil pipe contact pressure is carried out by installing
pressure sensor on the surface of pipe joint, including soil pressure monitoring and pour water (slurry)
pressure, to test the influence of controllable cement grouting drag reduction technology on soil pipe
jacking.

Layout of measuring point and observation method
(1)
Pipe joint design: the section size of pipe joint is 5.5m×9.1m, the wall thickness is 650mm, the
inner diameter is 4.2m×7.8m, and the length and weight of single joint are 1.5m and 66.8t respectively.
The pipe joint is prefabricated with reinforced concrete, with strength of C50 and impermeability grade
of P8.
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Monitored section: the total monitoring length of this pipe jacking project is 138m. Two pipe
joints are selected as the monitored section. The distance between I# pipe joint and the pipe jacking
machine is 20m, and the distance between II# pipe joint and I# pipe joint is 30m. The jacking distance
of I# pipe joint is 118m, and the change of soil pressure in the whole pipe jacking construction can be
observed. The jacking distance of II# pipe joint is 88m, which can be used as the supplementary
monitoring data of the monitored section of I# pipe joint.
(3)
Layout of measuring points: 11 soil pressure gauges are arranged at the monitored section of
I# pipe joint, 5 of which are located at the top of the monitored section, mainly monitoring the
distribution of soil pressure at the section top and focusing on monitoring the change of soil pressure
near the controllable cement grouting hole. Three soil pressure monitoring points are arranged on the
right side of the section, evenly at the upper, middle and lower positions of the side wall of pipe joint,
the left soil pressure monitoring points are arranged in the middle of the side wall of pipe joint, and the
bottom monitoring points are evenly arranged at the bottom of the monitored section.
The specific layout of measuring points is shown in Figure 1.

Fig.1 - Layout of measuring points for pipe joint
(4)

Embedding of monitoring sensor:
① Soil pressure gauge

According to the spatial distribution, pipe jacking construction can be divided into three main
parts: starting area, jacking area and receiving area, while the pressure monitoring only needs to be
carried out in the jacking area. Since the starting area is often reinforced by bored piles, mixing piles
and grouting, the monitored section should be protected when passing through the starting area.
② Pour water (slurry) pressure gauge
The pore water pressure gauge can be used to measure the pressure around the controllable
cement grouting port. The pressure gauge sensor should be buried as close as possible to the
controllable cement grouting port.
③ Embedding of monitoring sensor:
The monitoring data of soil pressure gauge and slurry pressure sensor are recorded and stored
by the acquisition module in the signal acquisition box through the signal line. The acquisition module
has the ability to automatically acquire data according to the set time interval, and the acquisition time
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Field monitoring results and analysis
The field monitoring of the stress on I# pipe joint structure took 3 months and 4990 groups of
data were collected. In the process of monitoring, all sensors on I# pipe joint worked normally, so the
data of spare sensors on II# pipe joint will not be discussed. In the process of controllable slurry
injection, the orifice of the osmotic water pressure gauge was blocked and the slurry pressure could
not be transmitted smoothly, so the osmotic water pressure data will not be discussed.
(1)

Analysis of monitoring data of pipe and soil contact pressure during pipe jacking construction
The data of I # pipe section was monitored during the whole jacking process. According to
different stages of construction, three main stages i.e. starting area, jacking area and receiving area
will be discussed:
Starting area: The reinforcement thickness of the starting well is about 5m. Because the sensor
is protected by a sleeve, although the data fluctuates, the pressure value is very small;
Jacking area: The jacking area is divided into jacking area with uniform geology and water rich
soft soil jacking area.
① Jacking area with uniform geology
When the soil in front of the pipe jacking area was uniform and the settlement of the top soil
was well controlled, the soil pressure monitoring data was relatively stable and had a certain
correlation with the grouting pressure.
② Water rich soft soil jacking area
When the pipe jacking passed through the saturated soft soils area and the top may have large
settlement or the ground had key protective buildings and structures, we performed high-pressure
grouting around the pipe jacking. Under this condition, the monitoring data of soil pressure fluctuated
greatly;
Receiving area: After the pipe jacking construction entered the receiving area, all monitoring
data decreased.

Fig. 2 - Time history curve of pressure change on top of the pipe
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Fig.3 - Time history curve of pressure change on sidewall of the pipe

Fig.4 - Time history curve of pressure change at the bottom of the pipe
(2)

Starting reinforcement area

Due to the sleeve protection measures adopted in the starting stage, the monitoring data of soil
pressure gauge mainly reflects the pressure of the controllable slurry. In this stage, the pressure
fluctuation was relatively small and the pressure value was at a relatively low level due to factors such
as loose sealing and slurry loss. In order to ensure the stability of excavation surface and control the
surrounding settlement, it is necessary to continuously inject controllable slurry in this stage.
(3)

Jacking area with uniform geology

When jacking under uniform geological conditions, the soil pressure on the upper part of pipe
section tended to be stable with a relatively consistent attenuation law. During the controllable slurry
injection, the soil pressure increased rapidly. After grouting, due to factors such as the overall loss of
slurry, the loss of slurry water and the change of slurry performance, the soil pressure detection data
decreased slowly. Taking the monitoring values within 5m ~ 65m interval with regular data changes as
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Fig.5 - Time history curve of pressure change on top of the pipe (5m~65m)
The monitoring values of soil pressure at the top of pipe joint are relatively consistent, mainly
distributed between 120kPa and 190kPa. The pressure change is mainly affected by controllable
slurry construction. The steep rise and fall points of soil pressure value are all at controllable slurry
injection points. Through analysis, it is mainly related to the technology of grouting hole opening and
pressure boosting grouting, which needs to be paid more attention in the future construction.
The soil pressure values of the upper measuring points are basically the same, and the
deviation between soil pressure values of each measuring point is basically maintained between
20kPa and 50kPa, which shows that the controllable slurry performance and the selection of slurry
grouting parameters in this stage are relatively reasonable.

Fig.6 - Time history curve of pressure change on sidewall of the pipe (5m~65m)
The monitoring value of soil pressure on the side of pipe joint is consistent with the monitoring
value on the top, but the change of L3 measuring point is more intense, and the influence of
controllable slurry injection is obviously greater than other measuring points. The lower limit of the
overall soil pressure of L3 measuring point is the highest, 120kPa, and the maximum is 315kPa,
significantly higher than other measuring points; the lower limits of L2 and R1 are the lowest, both
80kPa, and the maximum is about 180kPa; the overall pressure of L1 is above 115kPa.
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Fig.7 - Time history curve of pressure change at the bottom of the pipe (5m~65m)
The soil pressures of the lower two measuring points are between 5m and 18m, with a large
difference, but after 18m, the change trend of two points is very close, which may be due to the large
difference in the bottom soil pressure monitoring values caused by the insufficient slurry filling at the
initial stage of slurry injection. After jacking more than 18m and three to five times of controllable
cement injection, the space between D1 and D2 measuring points is gradually filled, and the pressure
values of two points tend to be the same. The lower limit of the overall soil pressure values of the two
points is about 90kPa, and the maximum pressure value of D1 measuring point occurs at the position
of 18m jacking pipe, which is about 300kPa.
(4)

Water rich soft soil jacking area

The soil pressure value of upper monitoring point is significantly affected by controllable slurry
injection, and shows irregular changes with grouting, and the overall lower limit of detection values is
about 110kPa. The highest and lowest monitoring values appear at U2 and U5 measuring points
respectively, about 310kPa and 45kPa.
Compared with the area with uniform geology, the variation law of the lateral soil pressure and
the bottom soil pressure in the saturated soft soils area is consistent to some extent, but the influence of
lateral soil pressure value is limited. The maximum value of lateral soil pressure is 330kPa at L3
measuring point and the minimum value is 50kPa at L2 measuring point; the overall lower limits of L1,
L2 and L3 measuring points are about 80kPa, 100kPa and 120kPa respectively. The maximum value
of bottom soil pressure appears at point D2, which is 230kPa, and the minimum value is also at point
D2, which is 45kPa, and the overall lower limit value is about 100kPa.
According to the analysis of monitoring results, the injection of controllable cement for drag
reduction has the greatest impact on the upper soil pressure measuring point, followed by the bottom
soil pressure, while the side soil pressure of pipe joint is basically not affected. In the process of
design and construction, we paid more attention to the most unfavorable working condition and stress
state, so the following will focus on the uniform geology jacking area.3

ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF PIPE AND SOIL
For rectangular pipe joint, the pipe joint can be simplified as a closed frame structure for
calculation. The moment distribution of frame structure is the focus of design and construction work. In
the injection of controllable cement for drag reduction, the soil pressure in the upper part of frame
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smallest, which is most unfavourable to the frame structure.
The above-mentioned load form generally appears in the process of controllable slurry injection.
According to the above analysis process, the load on the top, side and bottom of pipe joint is simplified
now to establish a simplified pipe and soil model for jacking section with uniform geology, which is
convenient for further computer modelling and finite element analysis.

Fig.8 - Pressure model for pipe and soil
The upper soil pressure includes covering soil pressure P0, slurry pressure PS and controllable
slurry injection pressure Pm, in which the soil pressure P0 is the soil pressure from the top plate of pipe
joint to the ground; slurry pressure PS is the additional pressure caused by the slurry layer outside the
pipe joint, which is assumed to be uniform load; slurry injection has a certain fluidity, which can be
assumed to be triangle load, and the maximum value appears at the position corresponding to the
pipe joint grouting hole. Here, U3 grouting hole is taken as an example.
The lateral soil pressure is divided into two regions, the upper transition region and the lower
active soil pressure region. The upper transition region simplifies the linear change of soil pressure
distribution form, the upper part of pipe joint is consistent with the covering soil pressure P0, and the
active soil pressure value of the middle of pipe joint is used. The lower active soil pressure region is
from the middle of pipe joint to the bottom, and the active soil pressure in this region is used as Eq.1
pa  [ ( Z  Z w )   '( Z w  h)]K a   w ( Z w  h)

(1)

Where:  is the natural gravity of soil, and the saturated gravity when below the groundwater


level;  ' is the effective gravity of soil (floating gravity),  '    10 (kN/m3), w is the gravity of water,
3
10kN/m .
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Plain fill
Clay

Stratum thickness
h
(m)
3.66
2

Natural density
ρ
(g/cm3)
1.92
1.99

Consolidated quick shear
Cq
φq
kPa
°
--47.9
15.3

Silty clay with silt
Clayey silt with sand
Silty sand
Silty clay

1.3
4.4
4
5.7

1.92
1.91
1.94
1.93

26.7
5.6
3.9
30

Stratum

Stratum name

①-5
④
⑤
⑥-1
⑥-2
⑦

19
28.4
32.9
17.4

Put the data in Table 1 into the above formula to calculate the soil pressure value of each point,
as shown in Figure 9.

Fig.9 - Distribution hypothesis of the most unfavourable load
In this simplified model, the theoretical values of pressure at each measuring point are
compared with the measured values, as shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the relative theoretical
value of the model is conservative. At the same time, there is a good correlation between the
measured value and the theoretical value, which can be used after appropriate reduction.
Table 2 Comparison between theoretical value and measured value of soil pressure
Location
Theoretical
Soil
model
pressure
Measured
(kPa)
value

U1

U2

U3

U4

U5

L1

L2

L3

228.834 264.365 339.8783 314.643 214.873 149.012 133.034 167.625
188.6

201.8

275.2

239.7
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FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION
(1)

Internal force distribution modelling and calculation process

① Modelling: When building cell model, quadrilateral cell is selected for soil cell, pipe joint cell
and slurry cell.
② Parameter setting: Linear elastic model is adopted for pipe joint, and physical parameters of
material refer to C50 concrete parameters; classical Mohr-Coulomb elastic-plastic model with simple
calculation is adopted for soil material, and measured parameters of detail geological survey are
selected for physical parameters; elastic model is adopted for controllable slurry material, and
laboratory test values (density 1200kg/m3, elastic modulus 1.5m, breaking ratio 0.4) of controllable
slurry are selected for material properties
③ Boundary condition: The soil cell limits the displacement in x and y directions.
④ Definition of interaction: For the contact between pipe joint and soil, controllable slurry layer
and pipe joint, the tangential characteristic is calculated by penalty function, and the friction coefficient
is 0.3. The normal characteristic is simulated by hard contact.
⑤ Divide the cell grid as a whole.
⑥ Loading: Use the concept of cell life and death in ABAQUS to simulate pipe jacking
construction.
⑦ Calculate and obtain the corresponding pipe joint and soil stress distribution through postprocessing.
When the grouting pressure is set to 0kPa, 100kPa, 130kPa, 150kPa and 180kPa respectively,
the Mises stress nephogram of soil and pipe joint is shown in Fig. 10-14. With the increase of grouting
pressure, Mises stress increases gradually, and the same stress distribution trend is shown in three
cases. According to the stress nephogram of the soil, the maximum stress appears at the bottom
corner of the excavation area, indicating that it is a weak stress area. More attention should be paid in
the actual construction, and measures such as squeezing thick slurry can be taken in the dangerous
area to improve the bearing capacity of pipe joint to the soil.

Fig. 10 - Mises stress nephogram of soil and pipe under 0kPa
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Fig.11 - Mises stress nephogram of soil and pipe under 100kPa

Fig. 12 - Mises stress nephogram of soil and pipe under 130kPa

Fig. 13 - Mises stress nephogram of soil and pipe under 150kPa
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Fig. 14 - Mises stress nephogram of soil and pipe under 180kPa
(2)

Calculation results of pipe joint deformation

Figure 15 ~ Figure 18 show the pipe deformation nephogram during pipe jacking construction
under different grouting pressure. It can be seen from the Figures that the soil on the side of pipe joint
is highly squeezed, the compression area is basically symmetrical on both sides of the pipe centre, the
soil pressure zone is circularly expanded, and the maximum horizontal displacement occurs in the
centre of the pipeline. With the increase of grouting pressure, the maximum deformation of pipe joint
increases nonlinearly, but the change range is small. The horizontal deformation on both sides of the
pipeline indicates that the grouting layer between the pipeline and the soil is also squeezed. At the
completion of pipe jacking construction, the soil pressures at the pipe top and the pipe bottom
decrease. The decrease of soil pressure at the pipe top is due to the increase of lateral soil pressure
under the action of soil arch, and the pipe section loses its original state and slightly deforms under the
action of vertical soil pressure. There is a harmonious deformation relationship between the deformed
pipe and the squeezed soil.
(3)

Analysis of finite element calculation results

In the process of pipe jacking construction, with the passing of pipe jacking machine head, due
to the difference between the outer diameter of segment and machine head, it is difficult to completely
recover the initial state of soil by grouting alone and easy to cause soil disturbance and ground
settlement spreading from the top of pipeline axis to the ground in a ring. With the construction of pipe
jacking, the disturbed soil is consolidated by drainage, and some consolidation settlement is produced
until the surface settlement is stable. In a certain range, with the increase of grouting pressure, the
maximum settlement of surface soil decreases nonlinearly.
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Fig. 15 - Pipe deformation under 100kPa pressure (vertical and horizontal)

Fig. 16- Pipe deformation under 130kPa pressure (vertical and horizontal)

Fig. 17 - Pipe deformation under 150kPa pressure (vertical and horizontal)
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Fig.18 - Pipe deformation under 180kPa pressure (vertical and horizontal)

CONCLUSION
According to the field monitoring results, combined with theoretical analysis and numerical
simulation, the variation of soil pressure and the internal force distribution of pipe joint in the
construction of rectangular pipe jacking with controllable cement drag reduction technology are
studied. The main conclusions are as follows:
(1)
According to the change of soil pressure, the load mode of rectangular pipe jacking can be
divided into the starting area, jacking area and receiving area: it tends to be 0 when the soil pressure
in the starting area is stable, because the steel sleeve protection measures are adopted; the jacking
area with uniform geology is only affected by the fluctuation of grouting pressure; the water rich soft
soil jacking area is partially affected by controllable cement injection for drag reduction and slurry
jacket, and the maximum pressure is 345.08kPa; and the pressure in the receiving area changes
irregularly.
(2)
The distribution and volume of the contact pressure of pipe and soil are significantly affected by
grouting. The grouting pressure and volume in the water rich soft soil jacking area are large, which is
very easy to build the pressure locally, resulting in the sudden increase of pressure at the adjacent
measuring points and the abnormal decrease of pressure at the remote measuring points. Therefore,
in the actual construction process, special attention should be paid to the control of grouting pressure
and grouting volume, so as to avoid building the pressure and pressure mutation.
(3)
Through numerical modelling and analysis, it is difficult to completely recover the initial state of
soil by grouting alone and easy to cause soil disturbance and ground settlement spreading from the
top of pipeline axis to the ground in a ring. From the simulation results, it can be found that when the
grouting pressure is controlled at 1.1-1.2 times of the covering soil weight, the soil displacement
caused by grouting pressure can be controlled at an ideal level.
(4)
The experimental results show that the steel sleeve design can effectively protect the soil
pressure gauge when the sensor passes through the reinforcement area of the tunnel portal, which
provides a reference for similar engineering measurement.
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